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1 economy
the ac2e series of dishwashers are equipped with the eco2rINSe system, which drama-
tically reduces the use of rinse water, a crucial factor and the principal cause of energy 
consumption and detergent use.

2 hygiene
the weld-free deep-drawn tank with rounded interior corners and the vertical self-draining 
pump ensure optimum hygiene.

3 performance
the various modules, which are also available as corner units, allow the ac2e model to 
be adapted perfectly to user requirements, regardless of the layout and surface area of the 
premises.

4 reliability
Integral balancing springs and side safety hooks make it easier to open and close the insu-
lated door. Diagrams and spare parts lists can furthermore be viewed 24 hours a day on the 
Internet.

5 Quality
all ac2e series machines are designed and built in an ISo 9001:2008 certified production plant.

5 good reasons 
to choose 
the ac2e series





ac2e Series
Rack conveyor dishwashers

raNGe

Compact solutions adaptable to all environments thanks to the new range of Comenda AC2E 
dishwashers; an innovation that is the result of 50 years of experience in the development 
of state-of-the-art solutions in terms of both design and performance. Suited to all catering 
premises, big or small, the new series washes up to 220 racks an hour.
The basic concept of the new models is their modularity. Each dishwasher consists of 
individual modules that can be assembled according to the customer’s productivity 
requirements and the space available. This feature – which is exclusive to Comenda – allows 
the dishwasher to be customised, providing for the prewash, wash, Eco2rinse and drying 
modules to be installed in a line or in a single or double corner arrangement. Optimum 
use is therefore made of the available space, rationalising and simplifying the work of 
dishwasher operators. A further improvement has been made to the AC2E series models - in 
order to achieve even greater optimisation of consumption, the Eco2rinse module has been 
installed in a separate section, thus creating a drip-zone between it and the wash zone. This 
solution ensures that the dishes reach the final stage less laden with water and detergent, 
meaning that a small amount of water will be needed to rinse them, thus also reducing 
energy consumption and handling costs.
The smart design of the new Comenda machine’s washing system offers an additional 
benefit: it allows the effectiveness of the pumps to be increased by having the suction 
positioned at the lowest point of the tank, thus ensuring greater capacity and a reduced 
rated power. Furthermore, the positioning of the pumps, with their associated piping and 
wash columns, on the outside of the tanks, allows an optimum standard of hygiene to be 
achieved, avoiding any accumulation of dirt in areas that are hidden or difficult to access 
for cleaning purposes.
The AC2E series of dishwashers ensure optimum water consumption, cut down on the use 
of chemicals and reduce energy requirements: further confirmation of the ECO2 production 
philosophy applied by Comenda, an ISO 14001:2004 certified company that cares for the 
environment and is committed to developing economical washing systems.
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KeY featureS

•  AISI 304 stainless steel tank chassis and panelling

•  Inspection doors with integral balancing springs

•  Compact installation dimensions

•  Stainless steel upper and lower inspectable
washing manifolds with negative embossed  
anti-drip nozzles

•  Deep-drawn tanks with rounded corners

•  Self-draining vertical pumps

•  Door wipe seal for constant cleaning 
of the inside of the door

•  Whole tank stainless steel filter 
and pump suction filter

•  Electronic control panel with digital display 
temperature readout

•  Double-wall doors

•  24V control circuit

•  Economiser that activates rinsing only 
when rack passes through

•  Electrical setup for connection of dosing 
devices for chemicals

•  Machine side disconnection switch 

•  Digital water flowmeter with total rinse 
water consumption and machine run time

•  All prewash sections with inspection door

types of use Configuration examples

• Cafés

• Canteens

• Restaurants

• Hotels

• Hospitals



taNK fILterS

Complete coverage of the tank with stain-
less steel filters plus pump suction safety 
filter.

WaShING SYStem

Stainless steel upper and lower washing 
manifolds with negative embossed anti-
drip nozzles and inspection cap.

rouNDeD corNerS

Wash tank with rounded corners 
to prevent dirt formation. This 
structure also allows vertical 
installation of the self-draining 
pump.

featureS
and details
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eco2rINSe

The ECO2rinse system is installed 
in a separate section, with an in-
spection door, away from the jets 
of soapy water in the wash areas. Is 
also equipped with the PRS system.

Door WIpe SeaL

The special shape of the seal allows 
the door to be cleaned automatical-
ly when opening and closing.

Door INterIor

Inspection doors with integral ba-
lancing springs allow smooth and 
hygienic surfaces to be achieved.

INSuLatIoN

Thanks to the thickness of the do-
ors, the insulation is particularly 
efficient - energy dispersal and 
noise levels are in fact significan-
tly reduced.



pre-WaSh
Waste recovery

WaShING
Tanks and washing systems

p5, p6 aND Dhm preWaSh areaS
Waste management guidelines 
encourage maximum waste recovery 
for the purpose of processing and 
reuse and require discharges of 
greasy water to be significantly 
reduced.

the DuaL fILterING SYStem 
DeSIGNeD BY comeNDa haS thIS 
effect. The waste removed in 
the pre-wash area is collected 
in a cartridge filter, which can 

the system allows the efficiency of the 
pump to be increased by ensuring that 
suction takes place at the lowest point 
in the tank.
The system allows the efficiency 
of the pump to be increased by 
ensuring that suction takes place at 
the lowest point in the tank.
The maximum efficiency of the 
pump is therefore ensured at its 
operation point, with a reduced 
power rating.
The position of the pump, the 
suction and discharge pipes and 

1. the new hydraulic circuit allows the pump 
to have a lower operation point on the 
curve compared to a conventional circuit, 
while maintaining an identical flow rate. 

2. the rated power of the pump is therefore 
lower for the same flow rate.

be taken out for cleaning, even 
during washing operations, without 
stopping the machine.
A second filter positioned directly 
above the pre-wash tank stops the 
dirt falling back into the tank during 
this operation.
A third filter is in any case located 
on the suction pump in order to 
protect it.

the washing columns on the outside 
of the tank, allow optimum hygiene 
to be achieved, preventing any dirt 
being deposited in corners that may 
be hidden or difficult to access. 
Furthermore, the pump is mounted 
on anti-vibration supports and the 
connection to the tank consists of 
rubber hoses, all of which prevents 
vibrations being transmitted to the 
machine structure and compromising 
the mechanical operation of the 
assembly, while significantly reducing 
the noise produced by the machine.

LE LAVAgE

Le système mis en place permet une augmentation de l’efficacité de la 
pompe par une aspiration directe au point le plus bas de la cuve. 

La pompe aura alors un débit maximum à son point de fonctionnement 
pour une puissance nominale réduite. 

Le positionnement de la pompe, des tuyaux d’aspiration et de 
refoulement ainsi que les colonnes de lavage, à l’extérieur de 
l’enceinte de la cuve, permettent d’obtenir un niveau hygiénique 
optimal en évitant toute possibilité de dépôt de salissures dans des 
recoins cachés ou peu accessibles. 

La pompe est , de plus, montée sur des supports anti vibratiles et 
le raccordement avec la cuve est réalisé au moyen de durites en 
caoutchouc pour éviter de transmettre les vibrations à la structure 
de la machine et compromettre les fonctions mécaniques de 
l’ensemble, tout en diminuant de façon considérable le niveau 
acoustique de la machine.

1. Le nouveau circuit hydraulique permet à la pompe d’avoir un point 
    de fonctionnement plus bas sur la courbe par rapport au circuit traditionnel, 
    afin de maintenir un débit identique. 

2. La pompe aura une puissance nominale réduite pour ce débit.

LE LAVAgE
Cuve et système de lavage

1.

2.

Conventional pump power curve

New pump power curve
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1.

2.

Characteristic of a conventional pump

Conventional hydraulic circuit curve

Characteristic of new pump

New hydraulic circuit curve

State-of-the-art

techNoLoGIeS



arc Triple effect dryer with
integrated heat recovery unit

Wp Heat pump

the NeW arc SYStem aLLoWS the 
hot aND humID aIr fLoW createD 
INSIDe the machINe to Be utILISeD.

first effect: dehumidification of the air 
in the machine. 
The recovery unit removes the hot 
and humid air, passing it through the 
condenser battery, where cold water 
runs in the opposite direction, thus 
creating the following two effects: the 
humid air condenses inside the battery 
and is not released into the washing 
area; the cold water recovers the heat 
from the air and warms up before 
being fed into the booster, allowing a 
substantial saving on heating power. 
Furthermore, this suction and recovery 
area, located in the hottest section of 
the machine (between Eco2rinse and 
drying), increases the effectiveness of 
this initial action. 

eNerGY SaVING aND a heaLthIer 
eNVIroNmeNt
Specifically designed for AC2E rack 
conveyor machines, the dual effect 
WP7 heat pump allows savings of up 
to 40% to be achieved in the energy 
normally used to heat the water.
The system’s capacity to absorb 

Emissions Energy

 STD standard 100% 100%
 + WP   2% 60%

Second effect: managing the evaporation 
of hot air from the dishes. 
The recovery unit contributes to drying 
the dishes by removing the hot and 
humid air produced by evaporation of 
the water remaining on the dishes.

third effect: blowing of hot air. 
By using dehumidified air, the power 
of the drying tunnel heaters can be 
significantly reduced. The drying fan 
recycles some of the hot air passing 
through the heaters, increasing 
its temperature while reducing its 
humidity. The Comenda ARC system 
provides this correct balance between 
the air removed by the recovery unit 
and blown by the fan. The volume of air 
extracted by the machine is therefore 
dramatically reduced compared to 
conventional models.

the heat produced by the machine 
considerably reduces the latent 
heat because the extracted, cooled 
and dehumidified air is released 
directly into the premises according 
to VDI 2052 specifications, creating 
excellent working conditions in the 
washing area.

% utilizzo in prima velocità

 Emissions  Energy



  TECH COnTROl PAnEl
All AC2E series models are fitted with TECH controls as standard. Simple and intuitive, 
it allows the temperatures in the various areas of the dishwasher to be read on a digital 
display. It is simple enough to be used by staff without any particular training. Dishwasher 
consumption is always an important factor for washing system operators as it is the main 
reason for choosing one product over another and is normal that these data can be veri-
fied during use. For this reason the dishwasher range AC2E feature a standard flowmeter 
in addition to the partial and total machine run time.

HPS EASY
There are various devices that allow the reading and the management of the operation 
data of dishwashers but they normally require dedicated hardware and software. The 
AC2E series allows meters to be installed that enable operators to keep a daily check 
on water and energy consumption, using a dedicated display, and to be advised of any 
operational faults, without the need for special technologies.

State-of-the-art

techNoLoGIeS

  prewashing  
  with savings

  DHM AUTOMATIC PRE-SCAPPInG 
 SYSTEM
DHM stands out among the machi-
ne’s various accessories. This new 
scrapping module, with a combina-
tion of arms fitted with several mul-
tidirectional jets, is installed ahead 
of the prewash module. The DHM 
effectively and advantageously 
replaces the traditional pre-rinse 
hose, which is the main source of 
water consumption in the dish wa-
shing area.

  consumption reduced 
  by up to 33%
 

  PRS and APRS

Despite being able to operate at 
different speeds, conventional 
rack conveyor dishwashers always 
use the same amount of rinse wa-
ter, which causes an enormous 
amount of waste. Patented PRS 
(Proportional Rinse System) sy-
stems and their automatic version, 
APRS, which can be incorporated 
in this range of dishwashers, are 
a real revolution in this sector as 
they allow the amount of water 
to be gauged accurately for the 
load placed in the machine and 
the rack transport speed selected, 
thus reducing water, energy and 
chemical product consumption by 
up to 33%.

  rinse aid reduced 
  by up to 70%

 RAH – Rinse Aid Homogeniser   
 (patented)

Rinse aid has a higher density than 
water. Because of these characte-
ristics, the two substances cannot 
mix uniformly and require a grea-
ter amount of surfactant in order to 
achieve good drying results.
The optional RAH system, designed 
to help combine two liquids of dif-
fering densities, is the ideal solu-
tion to this problem as it reduces 
the amount of rinse aid required 
by up to 70%, consequently saving 
money and reducing the environ-
mental impact.
Some of the features shown in this 
catalogue are optional.

 RAH  Mixing of two liquids

Rinse

A 1st speed
A+B 2nd speed

Risciacquo in 1a velocità. (250l/h)

Risciacquo in 2a velocità. (360l/h)

Rampa supplementare su modelli
ad alta produzione di piatti

A :

A + B :

C :

LavaggioPrelavaggio Final rinse



 

Savings

technical data sheet

With the ECO2 project, Comenda has achieved considerable results in terms of water, 
energy and detergent saving, the three most important areas, by implementing a series of 
state-of-the-art technologies.

rINSe ecoNomISer
The rinse function in COMENDA rack conveyor dishwashers is only activated when the rack 
enters the rinse area. This allows enormous amounts of water to be saved, which would 
otherwise be used to rinse empty spaces.

heat recoVerY SYStem
It allows the machine to be fed by cold water, pre-heating it to a temperature of 45-50°C. 
Uses the heat and steam that would otherwise be lost in the environment, thus ensuring 
considerable energy savings. Condenses the steam from the machine and reduces the 
temperature of outgoing air.

autotImer
Reduces consumption by stopping the pumps when there are no dishes being fed into the 
system, restarting automatically when new racks are loaded.

mIDWaSh pLuS
Unlike what happens in conventional industrial dishwashers, with MWP only 50% of the 
clean rinse water is sent to the wash tanks, while the rest is sent directly to the prewash. 
This has a dual effect - the water in the prewash area is renewed much more quickly, with 
less dilution of the detergent in the subsequent wash tanks and instead of passing through 
the wash areas in a “cascade system”, the rinse water is previously extracted and sent 
directly to the prewash area. The benefits are obvious and immediate. A dramatic reduction 
in the amount of detergent used, perfect cleaning and hygiene, lower environmental impact 
and a proportional economic benefit resulting from reduced consumption.

ac2e SerIeS ac2e / ac2ae ac2ep5 / ac2aep5 ac2ep6 /ac2aep6 ac2ep9 / ac2aep9

rack production per hour with 2 minutes  
of contact time according to DIN10510

105 130 140 160

maximum rack production per hour 140 195 205 220

standard machine length (linear/corner) 1750/1800 2250/2300 2350/2400 2650/2700

tank load (l) 94 139 139 174

rinse water consumption (l/h) according to DIN 10510 133 180 190 200

power supply (V) 400V 3N 50Hz 400V 3N 50Hz 400V 3N 50Hz 400V 3N 50Hz

installed power (55°C hot water connection) in kW 22,02 25,72 25,88 27,26

consumption per hour in kWh 15,41 18,00 18,12 19,08

installed power (15°C cold water  
connection with ARC) in kW

31,55 33,75 35,41 37,79

consumption per hour in kWh 20,08 23,62 24,79 26,45

installed power (15°C cold water  
connection with WP7) in kW

17 19,2 20,9 23,3

consumption per hour in kWh 11,90 13,44 14,63 16,31

PRS standard standard standard standard

APRS, DHM, RAH, MWP Autotimer optional optional optional optional

We reserve the right to modify technical features.

A= corner version



Support at the touch of a mouSe

Faithful to its corporate philosophy, Comenda offers both excellent products and an all 
round support service. In order to provide its customers with the best possible real time 
support, along with its national and international network of qualified technicians, Comen-
da provides an easy-to-use online tool. The www.comenda.eu website includes a section 
which currently has over 700 registered users and provides support and an online parts 
ordering system. Customers can access the private area of the website using their password 
and consult or download the user manual as well as electrical, hydraulic and installation 
diagrams. Exploded diagrams can also be accessed in a few clicks and orders can be sent 
automatically and directly to your national spare parts office without error. 

eco2: the WINNING formuLa for SaVING eNerGY

Comenda’s philosophy is represented by a green petal, which defines the company’s com-
mitment to research and to applying high-tech formulas which combine high performance 
with energy savings. ECO2 is the key to Comenda’s entire production - ecofriendly solutions 
that ensure excellent results and a healthier working environment. The AC2E range is also 
inspired by this green philosophy - a vast range of washing systems that can adapt to many 
different requirements, always ensuring top performance with very low running costs thanks 
to the reduced use of water and detergent. Low energy consumption is guaranteed by the 
PRS, APRS and WP accessories and by the economiser, which only activates the rinsing 
function when the rack passes through the machine, avoiding any waste of water. 
Comenda’s green commitment has resulted in the company’s UNI EN ISO 14001:2004 
certification issued by the prestigious German TÜV organisation.

COMENDA Ali S.p.A.Via Galileo Galilei, 8 - 20060 - Cassina de’ Pecchi Milano - Italy 
T +39 02 95228.1 - F + 39 02 9521510 - sales@comenda.eu  www.comenda.eu
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